
A global talent network that spans 
geographical and cultural boundaries 
creating an efficient and agile 
collaborative culture. As trust is the 
foundation for any successful 
collaboration, we use onshore project 
managers, vigilant communication 
prprotocols, and the latest collaboration 
tools so our talented peers are able 
to work together to produce quality 
results while also providing 
world-class service, regardless of 
their location or affiliation.

delaPlex
Resource Alliance™

A “larger-than-most” bench of top 
talent with a wide range of skills so 
delaPlex stands ready to pivot with a 
client’s ongoing business needs. 
Client teams can quickly scale in size 
or transform by having resources 
with the exact needed skill sets at 
their fingertips. Clients also have their fingertips. Clients also have 
access to technical consultants who 
act as in-house advisors. The 
delaPlex Tech Bench provides a 
unique value proposition for highly 
productive, uninterrupted service.

delaPlex
Tech Bench™

A resource strategy designed to 
preserve valuable client knowledge 
by retaining a dedicated “Core 
Team” at all times. When 
development demands increase, 
learning curves are minimized as 
prior learned knowledge is 
convconveyed, not lost, to new resources 
that are added to the existing Core 
Team. This strategy invokes 
powerful collaboration and moves 
production at a much faster pace.

delaPlex
Core Team™

Our ability to offer exceptional services to design, build, and 
maintain transformative business products and solutions is 
rooted in the delaPlex Agile Business Framework. We        
created this new industry standard to ensure constant    
communication and collaboration between stakeholders 
and providers while having the ability to adapt resources 
and technology as business needs change. Its the delaPlex 
diffedifference and your competitive edge.

An Innovative Business Methodology 

The delaPlex 
Agile Business Framework™
Software built better, tested smarter, released faster
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Create exceptional, complex 
mobile applications with our 
talented mobile development 
experts with experience across 
all major devices, including 
cross-platform.

Mobile
Development

Whether you need a new cloud 
application or to migrate an 
existing application, delaPlex 

has the skilled talent to 
transform your business with 

the best solution. 

Cloud
Solutions

delaPlex has extensive 
experience and depth of 
knowledge for creating 
innovative software 
applications using the latest 
open source tools. 

FOSS / Open
Source Solutions

As a Microsoft Gold Partner, 
delaPlex is in the top 1% of 
MS-certified companies. You 
have peace-of-mind knowing 
your product is created using     
Microsoft Certified Developers.

Microsoft
Technology

With our team of diverse, highly-skilled technical 
experts, delaPlex delivers mission-critical applications 
on time and on budget. We offer a scalable approach 
for our range of comprehensive development     
services, where your source code stays as your 
Intellectual Property.

The delaPlex
Technology Toolbox

delaPlex is a global software development and 
business solutions provider helping companies drive 
growth, revenue and marketplace value. Our innovative 
business methodology has built an unmatched 
reputation of bringing an alliance of collaborative 
industry experts, across industries and skillsets, to 
clients anywhere around the world. 

About delaPlex
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